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We introduce the notion of semidecomposability of a graph, which is a generalization of
decomposability nto a direct product of two nontrivial graphs, and classify graphs G such that 
G and G are both semidecomposable. 
1. Introduction 
By a graph we mean a finite undirected graph with no loops and no multiple 
edges. 
Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a graph. The order IV(G)I is denoted by IGI, and 
the size IE(G)I is denoted by IIGII. For W ~_ V(G), the subgraph induced by W is 
denoted by G[W]. For X ~ E(G), we let G[X] denote the graph (V(G), X). The 
complement of G is denoted by d;. 
Let G, B be graphs, and let q9 be a surjection from V(G) to V(B). For 
X c E(B), we set 
cp-X(X) = (xy e E(G) l cp(x)cp(y) e X). 
Now suppose that for every uv e E(B), qg-a({uv}) forms a complete matching 
between qg-l(u) and qg-l(v), and for every uv ~ E(B), u 4= v, there is no edge 
between tp-:(u) and qg-l(v). In this situation, qp is said to be a pseudomorphism 
from G to B. We say that q0 is a morphism if it is a pseudomorphism and 
qg-I(E(B))= E(G). 
Now let G, B, F be graphs, and let qo be a pseudomorphism from G to B. We 
say that (G, rp) is (or simply, G is) a sernidirect product of B by F if 
G[q~-~(v)]---F for all v e V(B). Of course, the direct product B × F is a 
semidirect product. A graph G is said to be decomposable ff G is isomorphic to a 
direct product of two nontrivial graphs. Similarly we say that G is semidecom- 
posable if G is a semidirect product of a nontrivial graph by a nontrivial graph. 
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In [1], those graphs G for which G and t~ are both decomposable are classified. 
In this paper, we prove: 
Theorem 1. If  G and G are both semidecomposable, then G is isomorphic to 
(i) K3 X K3; 
(ii) A semidirect product of Kn by K2 or ~22 with 2n = I G I; or 
(iii) C(n, L ~g) with 4n = IGI, 
and vice versa, where C(n, L ~) is as defined in Section 2. 
Corollary ([1]). I f  G and t~ are both decomposable, then G is isomorphic to 
K3 x K3; or D (n, I) x K2 with 4n = I GI ~< 8, and vice versa, where D (n, I) is as 
defined in Section 2. 
Remarks. (1) Among the graphs of (iii), the ones which appear also in (ii) are 
the C(n, {1, . . . ,  n}, if') and the C(n, ep, ~g). 
(2) Lemmas 3.5-3.7 supply more specific information about Case (iii). In fact, 
the proof of Lemma 3.7 may be regarded as the essential part of the derivation of 
the above corollary from Theorem 1. 
(3) Similar classes of graphs are studied by Pisanski, Shave-Taylor and Vraber 
in [2]. 
2. Definition of C(n,l, ~) 
Let n I> 1 be an integer. Set N = {1 , . . . ,  n}, 9- = {X I X_  N, IXl = 2}. 
I c_ N, we define D(n, I) to be the graph on 2n vertices 
s~,~, l~<i~<n, e=4-1,  
with edges 
si,,sj,6, i =# j; si,,si,_,, i ~ L 
For I = N and if' ~ 0-, we define C(n, I, ~) to be the graph on 4n vertices 
ai,,, bi,,, l <-i <~n, e=4-1,  
For 
with edges 
ai,~aj,~, b,,,b;,6, {i, j} ~ ~; 
ai,~bj,~, {i, j} ~ ~, i ~j ;  
ai,~ai,_~, bi, eb~,_~ i ~ I; 
ai,,bi,~, i ~ N. 
Then (C(n, L ~), qg) is a semidirect product of D(n, I) by g2,  where tp is the 
mapping defined by 
cP(ai,,) = qg(bi,,) = si,,. 
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We also note that C(n, I, ~)  ~ D(n, I) x K2 and C(n, I, ~) ~- C(n, N - I, ~r _ 
g),  where the latter isomorphism is given by 
ai, e ~ ai, e, bi,~ ~ bi,-~, i ~ N, e = ± 1. 
Remark. Some of the C(n, L ~g) are isomorphic to each other. 
3. Semidirect product 
In this section, we collect several results concerning semidirect products. The 
first two lemmas are immediate from the definition. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) I f  (G, q 9) is a semidirect product of K2 by F, then no edge of 
qg-I(E(K2)) is contained in a triangle of G. 
(ii) I f  (G, qg) is a semidirect product of B by K2, then no edge of E (G) -  
cp-i(E(B)) is contained in a triangle of G. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (G, q 9) be a semidirect product of B by K2, 
cd ~ E(G) - cp-I(E(B)), ab 4= cd. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) ac, bd, ad, bc ~ E(G); , 
(ii) ac, bd ~ E(G), ad, bc ~ E(G); or 
(iii) ad, bc ~ E(G), ac, bd ~ E(G). 
and let ab, 
Lemma 3.3. I f  G is a semidirect product of either a certain graph by g2, or K2 by 
a certain graph, then G cannot be a semidirectproduct o rb  by F with IBI, Igl I> 3. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that ((~, q 9) is a semidirect product of B 
by F with IB[, IFI t> 3. By Lemma 3.1, there exists an edge xy of G which does 
not belong to any triangle of G. Pick v (~ qg(x), qg(y))e V(B). Since IFI/> 3, 
there exists a vertex z e tp-l(v) which is not adjacent o x or y in (~. Thus x, y, z 
form a triangle in G, a contradiction. [] 
The verification of the following lemma is a finite problem, and so is omitted. 
Lemma 3.4. I f  both G and t~ are semidirect products of K3 by K3, then 
G ~ (7 ~ K3 x K3. 
Lemma 3.5. ff each of G and G is a semidirect product of a certain graph by K2, 
then G ~- C(n, I, ~)  for some n, I and YT. 
Proof. Let (G, cp) be a semidirect product of A by K2, and (G, ~p) be a 
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semidirect product of B by/(2.  We take 
V(A)=V(B)={1, . . . ,m}.  
Set qg-l(k) = (Xk, Yk}, ~P-l(k) = (uk, Vk}. We choose our labeling so that U 1 ~--" Xl ,  
v~ = Y2, u2 = x2. We shall show v2 = Yl- By way of contradiction, suppose not. At 
the cost of relabeling, we may assume v2 = Y3. Applying Lemma 3.2 with a = Xl, 
b = Y2, c = x2, d = Y3 in (~, we get x~y3 ~ E(G).  Now applying Lemma 3.2 to x~, 
yx, x3, Y3 in G, we get XlX3 e E((;).  On the other hand, applying the same lemma 
to x2, Y2, x3, Y3 in G, we get y2x3 e E(G).  This contradicts Lemma 3.1. Thus 
v2 = Yl. This means that m = 2n is even and we can choose our notation so that 
uk = xk, 1 ~< k ~< 2n 
(1) 
VEi--1--- Y2i, I}2i=Y2i_1,  l <- i <- n. 
Now repeated applications of Lemma 3.2 show that G ~- C(n, I, YF), where 
l={ilx2~_~x2~eE(G)}, ~g={{i,j}Ix2,xE/eE(G)). [] 
Lemma 3.6. I f  G is a semidirect product of  K2 by a certain graph and G is a 
semidirect product of  a certain graph by 1(2, then G ~ D(n, I) x K2 for some n 
and I. 
Proof. The case IGI ~<4 is easily settled. Thus assume IGI I> 6. Let (G, cp) be a 
semidirect product of K2 by F, and (G, ~p) be a semidirect product of B by K2. 
We take 
V(K2) = {1, 2}, V(B)  = {1, . . . ,  m}. 
Set tP-l(1) ---- (X l ,  " " " ,  Xm},  tP-l(2) = (Yl, . . • , Ym}" We may assume 
~-I(E(K2)) = {XkYkl l  <-k <-m}. Set lp- l(k) = {Uk, Vk}. We may assume ul = xl. 
Suppose Vle q0-1(1). Then, since the XkYk are the only edges between q9-1(1) and 
tp-l(2) in G and since m I> 3, there is a vertex in tp-l(2) adjacent o both u~ and 
Vl in (~, which contradicts Lemma 3.1. Thus Vl e q9-~(2), and so we may assume 
v~ =Y2. We may also assume u2=x2. Applying Lemma 3.2 to t~, we get 
x~v2 ~ E(G). Since Yl is the only vertex of q9-1(2) not adjacent o x~ in (~, this 
forces v2 = Yl. Thus we can choose our notation so that (1) holds. Since all of the 
XkUt, k =/: l, are edges of (~, we get the desired conclusion by applying Lemma 3.2 
to(~. [] 
Lemma 3.7. If each of G and C, is a semidirect product of K2 by a certain graph, 
then G =- D(n, I)  x K2 for some n <~ 2 and I. 
Proof. We assume [GI ~> 6. Let (G, tp), ((~, ~p) be as in the preceding lemmas. 
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We take 
We may 
V(K2) = {1, 2}. Set 
qg- l (1 ) ' -  (X l ,  . . . , Xm},  
= (u , , . . . ,  u,,}, 
assume 
¢p-~(E(K2)) = {Xkyk 11 <~k<~m), 
~:-~(E(K2))= {UkVk l l <<-k<<-m}, ua=xa. 
tP-a(2) = (Ya, . . . ,  Ym}, 
~p-1(2) = {V l , . . . ,  Vm}. 
Arguing as in Lemma 3.6, we may assume vl =Y2. Since xly3 ~ E(G), Y3 e 
~p-1(1). Therefore we may assume Y3 = u3. Then v3 e tp-l(1), and so v3Ya ~ E(G). 
Hence Yl e ~p-~(2), and so we may assume yl = v2. Since x2 is the only vertex of 
tp-l(1) not adjacent o Y2 in 0,  this forces u2 =x2. Similarly we may assume 
v3 = x4, u4 = Y4, v4 = x3. If m I> 5, then x5 would end up with being adjacent o 
both Va and u3 in 0,  which would be absurd. Thus m = 4, and now an easy 
inspection yields the desired conclusion. [] 
4. Quasidirect product 
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
To make the point of the proof dear, we first introduce the following 
generalization of the concept of a semidirect product. Let G, B, F be graphs, and 
let ~ and ~p be surjections from V(G) to V(B) and V(F), respectively, such that 
the mapping tp x ~p from V(G) to V(B) x V(F) is a bijection. Suppose further 
that there exists a decomposition 
E(G)=EBUEF,  EBf"IEF=(~, 
such that q~ is a morphism from G[EB] to B and ~p is a morphism from G[EF] to 
F. In this situation, we say that (G, cp, Ip) is a quasidirect product of B and F. It is 
clear that if G is a semidirect product of B by F, then G is a quasidirect product 
of B and F. 
Proposition. Suppose that G is a quasidirect product of B and F, and t~ is a 
quasidirect product of B' and F'. Set 
b = IBI, f --IFI, b'= IB'I, f '=  IF'l, 
and assume 2<~f <-f' <-b' <~ b. Then one of the following holds: 
(I) B~F~-B '~-F '~K3.  
(II) B --- IC6, F - -  K2, B' -- K4, F' -- K3. 
(III) B -- B' -- Kb, f = f '  = 2, and one of G or CJ is a semidirect product of Kb 
by K2, the other being a semidirect product of Kb by K2 
(IV) F~- F' -~ g2. 
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Proof. From 
IGI (IGI- I) 
2 
= IIGII + IIGII =f  IIBII + b IIFII +f' lIB'If + b' IIF'II, (2) 
we have 
[GI ([GI2 - 1) <fb(b2- 1) +b f ( f -2  1).+f, b'(b'-2 1) ~-b ' f ' ( f '  -2  1) (3) 
Dividing both sides by [G[, we get 
(f - 2)(b - 2) + (of' - 2)(b' - 2) ~< 2. 
Therefore 2 ~<f <~f' ~< 3. 
First suppose f - f ' -2 .  If I IFl l  = I IF ' I I  = 0, it follows from (2) that 
2b(2b - 1) b(b -  1) b(b - 1) 
~<2 +2 
2 2 2 ' 
which is absurd. So at least one of F or F '  is isomorphic to K2. We may assume 
F = K2. If F' ~ K2, (IV) holds. Thus assume F '  ---/~2. Then it follows from (2) 
that B ~ B '~ Kb. Since a quasidirect product of Kb and /~2 is forced to be a 
semidirect product of Kb by K2, this implies that (III) holds. Next suppose f = 2, 
f '  = 3. From (3) it follows that b' = 4, b = 6. Now the equality in (3) implies that 
all of B, F, B', F' are complete graphs. Finally, if f = f '  = 3, then b = b' = 3, and 
the equality in (3) implies B ~ F ~ B' =- F' ~- K3. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. Case (III) of the preceding proposition corresponds to (ii) 
of Theorem 1. Lemma 3.3 shows that Case (II) does not occur in the 
"semidirect-product case". Lemmas 3.4-3.7 show that Cases (I) and (IV) lead to 
(i) and (iii), respectively. 
The "vice versa" part is clear. [] 
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